















































 Conversational Difficulties in Meian (Light and Dark)
Emmanuel LOZERAND
Abstract
　Meian (Light and Dark) primarily consists of conversations between its characters. However, the majority 
of these conversations are not harmonious. The narrator frequently makes reference to this and even uses 
the phrase “conversation gradually became more difficult” in relation to a discussion between the charac-
ters, O-Nobu and Tsugiko.
　Based on an analysis of the awkward conversations at the beginning of the novel between Tsuda and the 
doctor, this paper shall clarify several aspects of the “conversational sickness” that is a central element of 
this work. It will then consider whether the propositions developed are applicable to the novel as a whole.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ( 原文 : フランス語、日本語訳 : 下境真由美 )
